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In 1995, University of Parma neuroscientist Giacomo Rizzolatti was leading a team 
studying the brain locus of hand motion. They placed electrodes in the inferior frontal 
cortex of macaque money brains, set out peanuts, and recorded neuronal activity as the 
monkeys reached for the food and consumed it. It was a relatively routine experiment so 
the data recorded took everyone by surprise. Here’s why. The same neurons fired 
whether a monkey ate or watched others eating. Investigators repeated the 
experiments, confirmed the results, and announced what we now call mirror neurons. 

Since then scientists have confirmed that mirror neurons in various parts of the brain—
of primates, humans, and birds at least—fire both during actions and during the 
observation of similar actions taken by another. So, whether you are grieving or you see 
someone who is bereft, you experience sorrow. When your team scores, you feel 
invigorated, triumphant, and successful, as if you’ve scored. Seeing what others do 
creates a template for our own action and emotion, and forms the basis for 
understanding others. 

 
Marco Iacoboni, Professor of Psychiatry and Biobehavioral Sciences 
at UCLA Medical School who is renowned for his work on mirror 
neurons and empathy, explains the machinery. “Whether I see you 
smiling or I smile, the same neurons fire, sending signals to my 
emotional brain. The result: the signals evoke the experience of the 
smile. So, when I see you smile— even on film, and whether or not I 
know you—I’m not a participant observer feeling happy for you; I am 
sharing in the experience, feeling happy too”. 

 
Scientists call the brain’s ability to copy action and clone emotional experience common 
coding, and the theory now embraces aspects of cultural transmission, language 
development, response to music, imitation, morality, political affiliations, consumer 
choices, and other aspects of social cognition. Furthermore, recent evidence suggests 
that mirror neurons equip you to infer intention: Will she eat the food she’s just picked 
up or put it on a plate? Will he reach out and hug his friend or simply stand back 
smiling? And very importantly, research shows that individuals have the capacity to 
mirror goals. “If I see you working toward a goal”, Professor Iacoboni told me, “I 
assimilate what you do and then I consider what I can do to achieve the same goal”. 

A CASE FOR ON-THE-JOB TRAINING 

For managers, the mirror neuron news is compelling. Of course we know it is wise to 
lead by example and to set policy that broadcasts organisational culture. Yet in light of 
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common coding, it becomes clear that you could become the most powerful influence 
on how employees learn, understand, feel about, and do their jobs. Across the spectrum 
of managing and being managed your actions could, for examples, inspire employees to 
achieve the goals you set and influence how much they feel loyal, are emotionally open 
and open to new ideas, innovate, recognise the unwritten rules, adapt to change, 
respond to conflict, and handle internal politics. Specifically you could harness common 
coding to improve manual skill and reduce error in observing and handling animals and 
equipment, reporting, and managing the physical plant. Here’s how that might work. 

Recall that when you see someone act, you develop a bank of experience on which to 
build future skill. “As you watch, you assimilate what someone else does,” Dr Iacoboni 
says. “And, after repeated observation, you can expand your capacities and thereby 
your mirror neuron repertoire”. 

MIRROR NEURONS IN THE REAL WORLD  

I know of only one company, Nucor Corporation, a steel maker, where success is due in 
very large part to on-the-job training. Let me tell you about it. You will see that they 
intuitively harnessed common coding - long before scientists identified mirror neurons - 
to build a culture, a work ethic, and a commitment to quality in every corner at every 
level of the enterprise. 

Nucor was founded in the mid-1960s. From that time to this they have never fired 
anyone, they have maintained a nearly perfect safety record, and in only two quarters 
have they failed to be profitable. Today, with more than 20,000 employees and plants 
and partners in many countries, Nucor continues to be an independent thinker about 
management practice, operating without Human Resource Managers or Employee 
Handbooks because they rely on employee understanding, experience, and judgment. 

It’s in the way they handle new hires. There are very few training programs. At every 
level, in the plant and in the back office, incumbents interview and hire new members 
onto their teams and then train the newcomers on the job. Experienced employees are 
articulate in explaining just how to do the job and precise in demonstrating it; and new 
hires, issued with notebooks and pencils, listen, learn, and note questions. In fact they 
are relying intuitively on mirror neurons to turn observed action into experience of the 
action; to imprint social behaviour with regard to learning and continued growth; to 
imprint social norms, communication patterns, terms of art and communication patterns 
and practices. This is how they’ve operated for more than forty years. 

Does on the job training seem out of date as a way to prepare people for operating 
state-of-the art robots in the presence of steel melting at 1500 °C? Nucor Corporation is 
the world’s fourteenth largest steel company and amongst the leanest, most profitable in 
the industry. That’s in part thanks to their practice of hiring articulate, curious, kind 
people; it’s in part thanks to CEO Dan DiMicco who says it is his job to provide tools and 
resources and then get out of the way. And it’s in large part thanks to on the job training, 
where observing people in action becomes personal experience. 

CONCLUSION 
 
In light of knowledge about mirror neurons, there is a ready case for meticulous 
attention to, and perhaps expanding, learning on the job. As trainees watch, mirror 
neurons set down both a motion template and an emotional connection. So, if a trainee 
sees a sensitive person handling the animals expertly and gently, or being patient and 



rigorous about keeping and checking records, or cleaning a cage, the method—along 
with the approach, attitude and feeling communicated by facial expression—becomes 
part of the trainee’s direct experience In other words, the experience is theirs before 
they’ve tried their hand at it, and they will almost surely retain it. 
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